
December 8, 2017


Residential Character Study Team

Town of Oakville

1225 Trafalgar Road

Oakville, ON L6H 0H3

Via email: rcs@oakville.ca


Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Thank you for the opportunity to review work to date on the Residential Character Study. We 
have considered the draft document and wish to provide the following comments:


• The Design Guidelines developed in 2013 were an excellent step forward. Unfortunately, 
those guidelines are constantly challenged. One such challenge was successful at the 
Ontario Municipal Board. These objections suggest the Guidelines have had insufficient 
ability in detering infill developments that are not in character with surroundings. 
Neighbourhoods continue to experience levels of change that do not provide the adjacent 
area with sufficient protection. As such, we support stronger policy language in the Official 
Plan, continued protection of special policy areas such as the former R-01 lands and 
additional protections for the former O-suffix lands as well as definitions and descriptions of 
specific older stable neighbourhoods to inform the application process.


• Our zoning by-laws experience constant pressure from development applications seeking 
amendments. When they are not granted, applicants simply take the next step and make 
requests of the Committee of Adjustment. When staff provides a recommendation the 
request be denied, the COA often overrides it. The process at COA can, in many ways, be 
likened to an appearance at an OMB hearing. Residents in the immediate vicinity of a 
variance request often have no knowledge or understanding of the scope of the request, nor 
do they have sufficient depth of knowlege to voice an objection. The development of a 
Citizens Guide by staff in 2016 is applauded. Sadly, due to the “appeal board style” of the 
process residents without the benefit of a paid planner or lawyer continue to find themselves 
in situations that are often overwhelming and intimidating. We support a thorough review of 
the COA and urge that it be undertaken quickly. Change is required.


• We support stronger protections through the use of a design review as identified in 8.2 of the 
recommendations. Further, we favour processes much like those undertaken in Ottawa and 
Hobsons Bay. While the Oakville study has identified Type A and Type B areas, within those 
areas are neighbourhoods with distinct differences. Variations in those characters need to be 
recognized and protected.


• While we support the intent of the recommendations outlined in the report under Zoning By-
law, we feel they do not represent definitive actions that can be taken to protect stable 
neighbourhoods. The prospect of more review and exploration does not give rise to positive 
expectations.


• We support the refinement of Zoning by-laws to enhance protections and reduce the impacts 
of new construction relative to existing development. These refinements may represent 
deeper setbacks, larger side or rear setbacks, limitations on window placement, retention of 
a ban on balconies, siting of construction that is sympathetic with surroundings, protection of 
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privacy and reduction of view impacts for existing residents as well as minimums for 
landscaping and open areas,  dwelling depth regulations, the protection of trees within the 
building footprint and a limit on the permitted height of the basement above the natural 
grade.


A good deal of work has been undertaken, however we feel even more is necessary and at 
hand.


We note in 1.3 of the draft document the Final Study will be prepared and presented to the 
Planning and Development Council as an information item. As all residents associations across 
the town have a genuine desire to effect positive change that will result in better protection of 
our stable neighbourhoods, we would appreciate receiving direction on the steps and timing 
necessary to attain our mutual goals.


We remain encouraged and keenly interested in this project moving forward.


Sincerely,


Pamela Knight 
President


Don Cox 
Vice President


cc: Councillors Duddeck & Chisholmm, Ward 2

JCRA, TCRA, WRRA, WHRA, OLRA, CMGRA, COCA




 

 

 

December 14, 2017 

 
Mark Simeoni 
Director of Planning 
Town of Oakville 
1225 Trafalgar Road 
Oakville, ON 
L6H 0H3 

Re: Residential Character Study 

 

Dear Mr. Simeoni: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Residential Character Study undertaken by the Planning 
Department.   

We support the Town’s undertaking of analysis to define Neighbourhood Character so that preservation 
of that character will be the key criterion in the Town’s and Committee of Adjustment’s review of 
individual development applications in stable residential neighbourhoods. It is important work that has 
the potential to positively impact our Town for years to come. 

We are also pleased staff have looked at other municipalities and outlined best practices from those 
locations. We are excited about the potential of including them in how Oakville addresses development 
applications. 

Our feedback on the draft report includes: 

 

Focus on defining Neighbourhood Character  

On page 3, the study says: “Examining residential character through separate distinct elements misses out 
on relationships that contribute to the overall look and feel of an area or street.” 
However, the report proceeds to examine residential character through distinct elements, with feedback 
on specific elements, and has missed out on how to define “the look and feel of an area”. 

This should be a study about preservation of Neighbourhood Character, not planning for new 
development.  Put the study focus on identifying the look and feel of the neighbourhood rather than 
specific planning elements so that preserving residential character can be accomplished.   



Compounding this problem, the list of distinct elements identified on p.3 of the Study fails to include 
some key ones which do contribute to the overall look and feel of an area. 
 
For example, the list of specific elements in the private realm does not include Privacy, Backyards or 
Shadowing.  It refers to Building height and shape rather than Massing and Scale of a building.  Nor does 
it include key zoning elements such as Lot Coverage.  Privacy, Shadowing, Massing and Scale are 
included in Section 11.1.9 of the Livable Oakville Plan. We would suggest that our understanding was 
that 11.1.9 was to be strengthened not reduced. 

Furthermore, Lot Coverage is not considered as an element of neighbourhood character in this study; yet 
it impacts significantly on the look and feel of a neighbourhood.    

Consider, for example, that many original homes in the JCRA area do not have windows, or only have 1, 
on the sides of homes.  New homes are being built with large numbers of windows on larger buildings 
with smaller setbacks, both at the side and back of homes.  Additionally, the larger scale of homes with 
smaller setbacks, on all 4 sides, creates shadowing on adjacent properties.  Shadowing and Privacy 
become even bigger issues when lot coverage ratio increases.   

 

Reduce the geographical area for which Neighbourhood Character is defined 

While Town staff acknowledge they did not undertake a street by street analysis, the neighbourhood 
character is in those individual streets.  Using date of development is a good starting point, but we suggest 
it is too general.  It also does not acknowledge that the mix of housing stock has already changed, and on 
some streets, quite substantially so.  We can see this walking along area streets but also in the town’s 
analysis and mapping of Residential Building permits and Committee of Adjustment Variance Requests 
since 2007.  Unless Neighbourhood Character is defined by street, or smaller groupings of adjacent 
streets, it will be so general that character will not be a factor in the outcome of variance requests.  
Indeed, this appears to be the current situation, which can be compared to a 30,000 ft. view rather than a 
ground level reality check.    

 

Reduce the Lot Coverage ratio 

The current 35% lot coverage ratio has become a base level for variance applications, not the maximum 
level.  Reducing this ratio would mitigate the pressure to accept ever larger Variance requests.   

 

Lot Coverage Today versus Past  

Classifying homes in the Type A area as underbuilt indicates a fundamental misunderstanding of the 
prevailing characteristic of homes built in that area:  the sense of openness that results when spacious lots 
predominate, not the homes.   It also could appear as strong support for building larger homes that will 
effectively undermine and negatively impact neighbourhood character. The town should undertake a 
comprehensive study of existing lot coverage ratios to better understand how lot coverage influences 
Neighbourhood Character and to provide a quantitative comparison for Variance requests 

 



Require development applications and Variance Requests to maintain and enhance Neighbourhood 
Character 

We suggest that as noted in Australia the responsibility to maintain character is placed on those who are 
undertaking development.  Currently, Variance Requests require neighbours to voice their concerns or 
support for a Variance request.   This is cumbersome and puts residents at a disadvantage versus 
applicants with developers and architects.   All Variance requests and development applications should 
require the applicant to demonstrate how their proposal will maintain and enhance character. That 
character needs to include, as mentioned previously the look and feel and be focused on the specific 
streets in which they wish to build 

 

Variances 

In our view, the simplest approach would be to disallow all variances.   Specific and unique cases could 
be looked at on a case-by-case basis, but care would be needed so as not to open the system to abuse by 
non-critical applications.  No variances would preserve the look and feel of the neighbourhood. 

 

Identify Best Practices for Oakville as part of Recommendations  

Our suggestions for developing best practices that would support how we define Neighbourhood 
Character and how they will be incorporated as criteria to review development applications and variance 
requests include: 

1.  Small geographic character studies (e.g. Burlington) and not Type A and Type B. 
 

2. “Your street gives you your rules” – include a review of 21 lots, located on either side of and 
across from the proposed development to determine if the development maintains integrity of 
neighbourhood character (e.g. Ottawa). 

 
3.   “Reduce Building Bulk” (e.g. West Vancouver). 

 
4. Require development applications and variance requests to demonstrate how they respect and 

maintain neighbourhood character (e.g. Hobsons Bay, Victoria, Australia); alternatively, disallow 
variances altogether as a ground rule, with exceptions to be strictly limited to unique situations. 

 

Strengthen Recommendations 

The current recommendations are comprehensive and with further work, the true definition of character 
for each of our neighbourhoods will be realized. We encourage the Town to articulate an Action Plan as 
to how they will advance this important work, including how it will be documented and incorporated into 
the criteria used to review development applications and Variance Requests. We would appreciate 
knowing when you will be reporting back to Council summarizing the communities’ feedback. 

We look forward to the final study report and working with town staff and Council to ensure changes to 
policies and guidelines have a meaningful impact on preservation of Neighbourhood Character.   

 



Sincerely,  

 

Janet Haslett-Theall 
President 
Joshua Creek Residents’ Association 
 

CC 
Mayor Burton 
Regional Councilor Gittings 
Town Councilor Hutchins 
Commissioner Jane Clohecy 
Gabe Charles, Senior Manager, Planning Department 
 


















